REGION VIII AND THE DOJ ADVANCED TRAINING CENTER PRESENT;

TACTICAL ENTRY & BASIC ROOM CLEARING
POST Certified 9260-31934

Course Description: This primary tactical entry technique is identified as the “First Threat Concept.” This entry technique permits officers to conduct tactical entries and/or room clearing with a high degree of officer safety. This technique may be utilized by patrol officers, as well as tactical teams and allows personnel to be utilized interchangeably. This class will give participants firsthand experience on basics of Close Quarter Battle (CQB), fundamental and principles of room clearing, actions at the breaching point, and actions upon entry into a room or dwelling. Officers will also participate in basic entry and/or room clearing exercises utilizing simunition training weapons. *Note - This course involves moderate physical activity, physical contact, and use of simunits with other students, instructors, and role players. A waiver of liability will be required.

Date & Time: March 25, 2020 from 0800-1700 hours

Location: US Airsoft, 4506 Panorama Point Rd, Anderson, CA 96007

Uniform/Equipment: All students attending this course should wear their BDU’s and boots. Tactical/Duty belt and holster, load bearing vest, ballistic vest, Kevlar helmet (if issued), goggles, shooting glasses, gloves, flashlight, portable radio, handcuffs, elbow/knee pads. Bring a training weapon/ Airsoft if you have one.

Instructor: Nathan Mendes- North State Major Investigation Team. Nathan is currently an Agent assigned to a Department of Justice Task Force. He is a law enforcement veteran with 20+ years of police and military experience. Nathan was the supervisor of the Siskiyou Special Investigations Unit and a federal Supervisory Criminal Investigator, where he supervised day to day tactical operations, to include – undercover buy/bust operations, search/arrest warrant raids, probation/parole searches, etc. He is a former SWAT operator and Assistant Team Leader.

Fee: $60.00 (no free class certificates will be accepted) The class fee will be accepted during sign-in on the day of the class. Checks are to be made out to “CNOA Region VIII.” If paying with cash, please have exact amount. Registration begins at 0730 hours with class starting by 0800 hours. To register, please go to www.cnoaregionaltraining.org and register through the online process.
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